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IntroductIon

Our world is awash in connectivity and information. It is rather astonishing to step back and think about how 
much information we can access, and how quickly we can access it, today as compared to any other era in 
history. Even more astounding is the vast amount of data being generated and transmitted beyond the familiar 
cell phones and tablets—from hospitals, utility meters, traffic lights, and oil rigs. This amount of information can 
often overwhelm, and how we can leverage it for our betterment—of our society, our companies, and ourselves 
as individuals—often seems a daunting task. Correctly analyzing and utilizing this data from the Internet of 
Things that matter, however, can provide benefits that will resound across an organization, from productivity to 
customer value, revenue generation through cost savings.

Social Innovation is the nexus of technology, people, and processes that allows information to drive meaningful 
improvement. The value of these improvements starts at the fundamental sources of information, from machine 
to machine (M2M) communication where much of the data is gathered, for example, and must be executed 
efficiently and securely. It continues across the world of telecommunications, where information is translated 
and transmitted in increasing amounts, creating an industry that is both critical to our society and, at the same 
time, more and more commoditized. Social innovation reaches both individuals and society through community-
centric applications in cities and governments, such as healthcare, as well as through applications across the 
spectrum of industries, from energy and aviation to research and manufacturing.

Hitachi brings to Social Innovation decades of expertise across key vertical markets such as smarter and safer 
cities. It also brings the technology to support the sophisticated Big Data analytics that makes data effective for 
change, as well as the people and processes to help design and direct that change. At the end of the day, Hitachi 
and the solutions it presents embody Social Innovation itself, a symbol of the intersection between technology, 
processes, and people working to create a better company, industry, and society.
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According to a report released last summer by the United Nations, over half of the world’s population currently 
lives in cities, which is expected to increase to two-thirds of the population by 2050. Yet only 60 years ago, less 
than 30% of the world’s population lived in cities. Considering how much the overall global population has grown 
(there were fewer than 2.6 billion of us in 1950), it is clear why cities have now become the main sources of GDP, 
as well as the main consumers of products and producers of waste, worldwide.  

Cities are scrambling to mitigate the strain growing populations are putting on their resources, from water 
and energy to services such as healthcare and security. Social Innovation, the crossroads of people, processes, 
and technologies around societal improvement, is how cities will be able to adapt and evolve. Through Social 
Innovation, a city can become Smart in its use of resources, leveraging information across disparate systems and 
creating multi-departmental solutions that improve their businesses as well as their residents’ and visitors’ lives.

Projected Smart Cities, United States, 2025

US city governments will invest approximately $41 trillion over the next 20 years 
to upgrade their infrastructure to benefit from the IoT
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The highest return for a city wanting to improve both its living conditions and increase its tax base is for it to 
be a safe and secure city. Emergency and security services are not always well funded, but they are critical and 
more likely to be engaged in the early rollouts of smart systems. First responders—including police, fire, traffic, 
safety, or health personnel—will see immediate, quantifiable improvement in their response times and outcomes 
when a smart solution is put in place. This transition involves integrating video and data across multiple layers 
and systems, with access to key safety and security information in real time and across one dashboard.  Traffic 
sensors, sensors on streetlamps, video feed from street lights as well as public and private security cameras, and 
even social media analytics can come together seamlessly to enable a city to greatly improve its security and 
awareness without extensive expansion of its budgets or first-responder forces.   

When expansion is needed, a Smart City has the information it needs to plan for the right type of investment 
with the most impact. For example, a highly integrated and interactive system of traffic sensors and cameras 
can help ease the need for more police patrol cars, while at the same time highlight areas that may be more 
prone to accidents. With the right analytics, a city may discover congestion patterns in one part of town may be 

http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/world-urbanization-prospects-2014.html%3Futm_term%3DUnited%2BNations%2C%2BDESA%2C%2BSocial%2C%2BEconomic%26utm_content%3DDESA%2Bassists%2Bcountries%2Bin%2Bagenda-setting%2Band%2Bdecision-making%2Bwith%2Bthe%2Bgoal%2Bof%2Bmeeting%2Btheir%2Beconomic%2C%2Bsocial%2Band%2Benvironmental%2Bchallenges.%26utm_source%3Dtwitterfeed%26utm_medium%3Dtwitter
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influencing a problematic intersection, and planning accordingly can help reduce accidents and avoid requiring 
more police and ambulances to remain on call.

One such forward-thinking city is  Austin, Texas, the eleventh largest city in the United States. Austin often ranks 
near the top of the list of the most desirable place in the US to work or visit, and is known for a dynamic high-
tech industry and a strong cultural scene. With a population of over 880,000 and almost 20 million visitors per 
year, this energetic capital city wanted a smart public safety and security plan that would further enhance its 
reputation as one of the most modern US cities.

Austin’s police department instituted a crime center that can monitor its cameras in real time to proactively 
watch for crimes before they happen. Austin found such a system that collects, shares, and analyzes  
critical information in Hitachi Visualization Platform (HVP), which has been rolled out in one of Austin’s more 
challenging neighborhoods but can easily be scaled up across the city. 

This monitoring activity provides immediate support to officers who are nearby and able to respond to in-
progress crimes, like aggravated assault. It is also able to supply detailed information on events that have recently 
occurred and the 911 calls that were received. The police force can monitor the cameras surrounding an event 
area in real time and view video footage that was taken during the time of the call.  All of this is crucially helpful 
in identifying subjects and locations ahead of time, allowing officers to enter a situation much better prepared.

Hitachi Visualization Platform is a solution that creates safer and smarter cities and communities through this 
level of integrated intelligence. One of the most challenging aspects for a city is not necessarily the rollout of 
numerous systems, but the integration of existing ones. In other words, Hitachi can get dissimilar data feeds, 
such as video from various sources, and unify them into a cohesive system that allows for valuable services, 
such as license plate recognition or even gunshot detection. Hitachi’s solution can give first responders access 
to critical video and data on a mobile platform as well, so that those who are first on the scene arrive informed 
and prepared.  

As the platform showcases its benefits across the first-responder network, other longer-term city projects can 
be integrated. Local businesses, such as shopping malls, restaurants, and hotels, can benefit from partnerships 
formed between them and law enforcement. They can give first responders authorization to view their video 
and data feeds to help keep their customers and premises secure, and provide critical information about a 
situation before help arrives on the scene. Moreover, this feature also increases patronage and a sense of 
security. Public transportation can hop a ride on this system as well. For example, a major US city’s system 
uses Hitachi Visualization Platform to automatically sense and determine the size of the crowds waiting to 
board the ferries. The system can make sure the right vessels are deployed to efficiently and effectively manage 
congestion. It also provides a safe and secure environment for passengers. Future expansions are limitless. In 
fact, the city plans to monitor fuel level sensors and overall system health so that the vessels can be maintained 
more cost effectively.

Whether used with a proactive and responsible security force or integrated into the transportation, HVP’s 
technical sophistication and scalability helps cities become truly smarter. It enables cross-sharing of information 
and systems among different city departments and even the private sector. Being able to leverage a system for 
multiple uses greatly increases its return on investment, but the benefits of a smart city go well beyond this: to 
improved safety, better functioning services, and better quality of life for city residents, visitors, and businesses.

For More Information  
To learn more about Hitachi Social Innovation solutions and services, visit www.hds.com/go/social-innovation.

http://www.hds.com/go/social-innovation
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Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary innovation that 

addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s market participants. For more than 

50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global 1000, emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment 

community. Is your organization prepared for the next profound wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing 

competitive intensity, Mega Trends, breakthrough best practices, changing customer dynamics and emerging economies? 


